
Exhibition proposal 
Small wooden sculptures and drawings 
in New Zealand 2011

By K_Van
The works of this exhibition are based on 
the basic forms; spheres, blocks, pyramids 
that are merged together or subtracted 
from each other; each action to be studied 
and looked at. It is up to the viewer to use 
the imagination and determine the scale 
of the object. An object might suggest a 
tiny synthetic anvil that passes vibrations 
from the hammer to the stirrup in our ear, 
or might suggest an enormous outer space 
sunray shield shading the earth from global 
warming. The scale that determines our 
vulnerability with the vast universal space 
around us or the vulnerability of the object 
as we tower above it.



Practical exhibition proposal
1) 20 Drawings in box frames aprox 20x20cm
2) 10 box frames aprox 20x20cm 
     with wooden sculptures
3) 10 small wooden sculptures on 
    small pedestals



Small wooden sculptures 
and drawings

Drawing a box, a tube, an angled or rounded 
block has always fascinated me. Adding or 
subtracting new objects to its existing form can 
make a simple irregular form take on the archi-
tectural design of a Sahara eco hotel complex 
or an obscure section of a pilot valve controller 
for a submarine. In the making of the wooden 
sculpture I search for a balance in weight and 
the objects outer edges. The result of a trun-
cated cone with the intersecting plane of two 
joined pyramids might not be in balance if the 
cone is too large or the plane intersecting at 
the wrong angle. Even in a 3 dimensional piece 
there is a beginning and an end. I sketch the 
shapes using a pencil, remodel them using 3d 
software. After fi nding the right piece of wood I 
machine mill the object and fi nish them off by 
hand using a fi ne chisel and sanding paper.

K_Van



K_Van  (1968) uses visual arts to take you intimately close to his 
world of visions resulting from a search beyond the recognisable 
elements of the world as we know it.
By the age of sixteen he had lived on three different continents, ping-
ponged seven times between languages and was averaging a new 
school once a year. These frequent changes in different environments 
and cultures resulted in a visual collection of images and feelings that 
inspire him in his artistic work. In 1987 he started taking art classes 
in The Hague the Netherlands, followed by de Vrije Academie for 
plastic arts and in 2000 was awarded a scholarship for the Burren 
College of Art in Ireland.

education
2000-2001    Burren College of Art     Ireland 
1994-1998    de Vrije Academie   the Hague Netherlands 
1991-1992    de Vrije Academie   the Hague Netherlands 

exhibitions
2010 Melt Art Fair, Mile End Pavilion,  London  UK
2010  Beijing International Art Biennale, China
2008  illuminators,  Airport Koltsovo,Yekaterinburg  Russia 
 Mama´s arts,  GeborgenKamers, the Hague  Netherlands  
2007  Time and Space,  GeborgenKamers, the Hague  Netherlands  
 Words-no words,  GeborgenKamers 
 Exhibition around the world,  GeborgenKamers 
2003  Dusk,  Artb-gaidaro, Brussels, Amsterdam, Cork, Athens 
 La Science de l’Art,  Jacques Frank, Brussels  Belgium  
2001  Presentation,  Burren College of Art, Ireland  
 Re-inventing the post stamp,  Burrren Collage 

 
publications
2008  Visual arts a resource for units 2a-2b (images)  Australia
2007 de geborgen kamers van Transvaal Netherlands
1999  Gaidaro on Tour a european story Netherlands
1996  a dry point on telephone cards  Netherlands

 
awards
2000  Nuffi c scholarship.
2000  “kunststof recycling prijs”  Federatie NRK  Netherlands  
   .

extra
2010 Art instructor Trias centre of the arts Rijswijk
2007 Art coordinator Zebra social welfare The Hague
1999 Founding member of the Gaidaro Foundation, The Hague

https://kvans.wordpress.com/



Paintings  
2011-2012 

 

140X140 cm "sculpture of animals with two children" oil on canvas   December 2011 

The painting (triptych) depicts a low polygon mesh representing a sculpture (a bear, ram, lion, dog 

and two playing children).  

Polygon meshes are used in computer programs to model 3D objects, and each mesh can be broken 

down into perfect straight lines. Using these straight lines, I followed each line with a needle and 



embroidery thread and covered the canvas with straight lines using its precise starting and finishing 

points. Once the form was established I commenced by painting in the mesh using 15 different tones 

of green.The painting is now part of our reality, there is physical evidence of the labour, green paint 

separated by thread and yet the image remains aloof, floating unattached to earth. 

 
Detail of the embroidery thread on the canvas 

 
Sketch for  embroidery painting 

 


